Prudent behavior rather than chemical deception enables a parasite to exploit its ant host
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Many parasites display complex strategies to evade host detection. The principal view is that the parasites of social insects deceive their host by means of advanced chemical adaptations such as mimicking the cuticular host recognition cues, being chemically odorless, or emitting manipulative volatiles. Apart from these chemical adaptations, parasites of social insects may also use simpler behavioral strategies to evade host detection. As yet, such a behavior has rarely been studied. Here we tested which chemical and behavioral strategies the unspecialized parasitic rove beetle Thiasophila angulata uses to avoid detection by its aggressive Formica rufa red wood ant host. Chemical comparisons of the beetle’s and the host ants’ cuticular hydrocarbons showed that the beetle carried an idiosyncratic cuticular profile that was clearly different from that of its host. Beetles that were isolated from their host or were placed in the nests of another Formica species perfectly retained their original cuticular profiles and provoked equal levels of aggression. These results suggest that the beetles do not avoid host detection through chemical deception. In contrast, the beetle adapted its behavior to avoid aggression by the ants. In the presence of ants, the beetle behaved much more prudently by hiding more frequently and engaging in less risky runs. Overall, these results highlight that for relatively unspecialized parasites, general strategies such as prudent behavior can be equally effective as more specialized deception strategies to evade host detection.
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INTRODUCTION

Many animals skillfully mask their presence to avoid adverse interactions with other animals. Although these concealment strategies have mainly been examined in predator–prey interactions (Stevens and Merilaita 2009; Mokkonen and Lindstedt 2016), it is generally assumed that they also play a crucial role in other types of interactions, such as those between hosts and parasites (Mokkonen and Lindstedt 2016). Some parasites try to stealthily exploit their host through visual deception. Egg mimicry of avian brood parasites is a classic example of visual host deception by a parasite (Stoddard and Stevens 2010). Parasites may also use acoustic trickery as demonstrated in the ant-parasitic caterpillar Maculinea (Barbero et al. 2009) and in cuckoo chicks (Davies et al. 1998). Parasites can even mislead the host with chemical signals (Bagnères and Lorenzi 2010), which are, for example, exploited by the parasitic beetle Eremostibes opacus to enter the burrows of its beetle host without being noticed (Geiselhardt et al. 2006). Instead of deceiving the host with visual, acoustic, or chemical tactics, parasites can also conceal their presence and avoid antagonistic interactions simply by hiding or by reducing their foraging. The crucial role of these types of prudent behavior in predator-prey interactions has been experimentally (e.g., Dill et al. (1997) and Jennions et al. (2003)) and theoretically (Ma et al. 2009) explored. These studies show that prudent behavior is a simple, but very efficient and widespread tactic to evade predation (Lima and Dill 1990). As yet, the importance of prudent behavior in host-parasite interactions has been largely overlooked. Only a few studies reported prudent behavior in parasites to avoid host detection and aggression (von Beeren et al. 2010; Koop et al. 2012; Nazi and Le Conte 2016). The relative importance of prudence...
Materials and methods

Study system and sampling

The rove beetle *T. angulata* (Erichson, 1837) (Staphylinidae: Aleocharinae) is an obligate ant symbiont, a so-called myrmecophile, that thrives in the nests of mound-building *Formica* ants (Parmentier et al. 2014). The complete life cycle takes place within ant nests (Zagaja et al. 2017). The beetle parasitizes its host by preying on ant brood and pillering prey collected by the ants (Parmentier et al. 2016b; Zagaja et al. 2017). The beetle can be found throughout the nest, but has a strong preference for the brood chambers, which are characterized by high densities of workers and a constant supply of resources (Parmentier et al. 2016a). The myrmecophilous beetle can reach high densities (a maximum density of 45 individuals in 1 L of nest material in our study region) and was found in almost all mounds sampled in northern Belgium so far (Parmentier et al. 2015a, personal observations). It is also a common red wood ant guest in other regions in Europe (Päivinen et al. 2004; Harkonen and Sorvari 2014; Zagaja et al. 2017). The beetle looks very similar to nonant associated relatives and does not directly interact with its hosts (Freude et al. 1974). Like free-living rove beetles of the Staphylinidae subfamily Aleocharinae, they can defend themselves against enemies by secreting repellent volatiles from an abdominal gland, known as the tergal gland (Steidle and Dettner 1993). Zagaja et al. (2017) demonstrated that the tergal gland of *T. angulata* produced an irritant secretion mainly consisting of quinones. These compounds are very general and are widely employed by rove beetles, regardless of whether the species is associated with social insects (Steidle and Dettner 1993). These volatiles do not mask the beetle’s identity, whereas more specialized myrmecophilous beetles deceive the host by the secretion of appealing or host-mimicking volatiles (Blum et al. 1971; Stoettler et al. 2007; Stoettler et al. 2011).

Beetles and ant workers were captured in 5 different mounds of a colony of the red wood ant *F. rufa* (subgenus *Formica* s. str.) (Linnaeus, 1761) in Boeschepe, France (50°47′48.48″N, 2°40′31.00″E) from May 2017 until March 2018. The mounds were lined along a forest edge over a distance of 100 m. The mounds were part of a large supercolony that consisted of more than 30 cooperating mounds distributed along a forest edge of ca. 500 m. The colony was headed by thousands of queens (highly polygynous). Workers, brood, and food resources were constantly exchanged between the different mounds and no aggression among the mounds was observed. Therefore, a common colony odor is expected to be shared by the different mounds of the supercolony. Beetles were separated from the nest by spreading out nest material into a large plastic tray. We collected the beetles with an aspirator and stored them in large plastic containers with nest material and host workers.

In addition, we collected workers of the ant *Formica campestris* (subgenus Seriiformica, relatedness of *Formica* subgenera, see Goropashnaya et al. (2012) from a colony residing in sandy soil in an urbanized region (Middelkerke, Belgium, 51°9′27.44″N, 2°44′55.37″E). This ant species is not known as a host for *T. angulata*, but the beetle can survive well in lab colonies of this ant for at least 20 days (Parmentier et al. 2016c).

Effect of beetle isolation or transplantation on *F. rufa* aggression

In this experiment, we wanted to test whether *F. rufa* workers would behave differently towards isolated beetles or beetles transplanted into the nests of another host species. We allocated *T. angulata* beetles to 3 treatment groups: 1) isolated beetles: beetles isolated from their host ants, 2) transplanted beetles: beetles transferred to the nonhost *F. campestris*, and 3) native beetles: beetles collected from their native *F. rufa* nest. For the isolation treatment, we distributed 15 beetles over 3 containers (3 × 5 beetles) (diameter 9 cm) filled with a 2-cm-thick layer of plaster. We coated the inner walls of the container with fluon to prevent beetles from climbing up. We added one Eppendorf tube stuffed with moist cotton and provided a cut maggot of the common green bottle fly *Lucilia sericata* (Meigen), which was replaced after 5 days. We carved furrows into the plaster,
which enabled the beetles to hide. The setup for the transplanted treatment was similar, but here the 3 containers also housed 40 F. cunicularea workers. After 10 days, we removed the beetles (15 for each treatment) from the containers and placed them individually in snap lid vials (4.5 cm diameter) with a plaster bottom and made from hard plastic. On the same day, we went to the field to collect 15 individuals of T. angulata in the F. rufa supercolony. These “native beetle” individuals were also individually housed in snap lid vials.

We scored the aggression of a F. rufa worker towards T. angulata individuals in a circular, plastic cup (7 cm diameter, 5 cm height) with a bottom layer of plaster of Paris (ca. 1 cm thick) and with the inner side coated with Fluon. A worker of the test colony was added and allowed to acclimatize for 30 min. Then a T. angulata rove beetle subjected to 1 of 3 treatments was added. After 30 s, 15 consecutive interactions between ant and beetle were recorded. Ant aggression was quantified as the proportion of interactions that were aggressive (biting, snapping, or opening of the mandibles) out of the total number of interactions. As the beetles were individually housed in small containers, we were able to conduct this experiment blindly with respect to treatment (isolated vs. transplanted vs. native). Aggression towards every beetle was tested in 3 runs with 3 different ant workers (15 × 3 = 45 trials assigned to each of 3 treatments). There was a time gap of at least 60 min between 2 trials with the same beetle. As previous research showed that F. rufa aggression depends on the size of the worker (Parmentier et al. 2015b), we controlled for worker size in each trial. Head width was used as a proxy for size and was measured after the aggression trials using a stereomicroscope equipped with an eyepiece graticule.

Effect of the host on the beetle’s chemical profile

Here, we wanted to test whether the presence of the host affects the beetle’s cuticular chemical profile. To do so, we compared the cuticular chemical profile of the 45 beetles subjected to 3 treatments (isolated, transplanted, and native beetles) explained in the previous section. Directly after the aggression experiments (see above), we transferred the beetles with clean forceps to separate 2-mL glass vials (Sigma-Aldrich). An isolation or transplantation period of 10 days is sufficiently long for myrmecophiles to acquire or lose CHCs (see, e.g., Vander Meer et al. (1982), Akino et al. (1996), and von Beeren et al. (2012)). We also stored 12 F. rufa workers and 17 F. cunicularea workers in 2-mL glass vials. The beetles and ants were killed by freezing and were kept in the freezer at −21 °C until solvent extraction and GCMS analysis. We extracted the cuticular compounds for 10 min in 2-mL vials capped with a PTFE septum (Sigma-Aldrich) in 30 µL of hexane (HPLC grade, Sigma-Aldrich) for a beetle and in 100-µL hexane for a worker of F. rufa or F. cunicularea. The hexane extract was transferred to another vial. The samples were left to evaporate at room temperature in a laminar fume hood and stored at −21 °C prior to analysis. Beetle samples were diluted again in 10-µL hexane, F. rufa, and F. cunicularea samples in 30-µL hexane. We injected 2 µL of each hexane extract into a Thermo GC (Trace 1300 series) coupled with a MS (ISQ series, −70 eV, electron impact ionization) and equipped with a Restek RXi-5sil MS column (20 m × 0.18 mm × 0.18 μm). We selected splitless injection and maintained an inlet temperature of 290 °C. We used the following temperature program: 1 min at 40 °C, 2 temperature ramps from 40 to 200 °C at 20 °C min−1 and from 200 to 340 °C at 8 °C min−1, after which the final temperature of 340 °C was held for 4 min. We used helium as a carrier gas at a flow rate of 0.9 mL min−1. We ran a linear C7 to C40 alkane ladder standard (49452-U, Supelco) at 3 different concentrations (0.001, 0.01, and 0.1 μg/mL) before and directly after the samples.

The order in which samples were run was randomized. The relationship between peak area and concentration was linear on a log–log scale (Parmentier et al. 2017) and absolute quantification (to determine the total amount produced in ng per individual) was performed using interpolation on a log–log scale, based on the peak areas of the closest eluting n-alkane of our external alkane ladders for each peak. Retention indices (Kovats indices) of all peaks were calculated using cubic spline interpolation (Messadi et al. 1990) using the elution times of the external alkane ladders. CHCs were identified on the basis of expected mass spectrometric fragmentation patterns and retention indices already determined for both T. angulata and F. rufa in a previous study (Parmentier et al. 2017). For each species, we selected the peaks that eluted between n-C20 and n-C40 and comprised on average more than 0.1% of the total peak area between n-C20 and n-C40.

Beele behavior in absence versus presence of F. rufa

Here, we assessed whether the beetle adjusted its behavior when exposed to ants. For this experiment, we used different beetle individuals than for experiments 1 and 2. The beetles were also collected from the F. rufa supercolony and subsequently placed in separate 4.5-cm diameter snap-lid containers with a plaster bottom. A maggot was offered to each beetle for a period of 3 to 4 h and then the beetle was starved for 48 h. We subsequently introduced the beetle to an arena (9-cm diameter, plaster bottom and Fluon coated) either with or without ants (for each treatment 50 replicates with unique beetle individuals). For the treatment with ants, 40 F. rufa workers of the host colony were added to the arena. We carved a standardized pattern of 9 furrows into the plaster (Figure 1), which enabled the beetles to hide during the experiment. Ants could not access these hiding places. In the middle of the arena, we fixed a maggot with an insect needle (Figure 1). We recorded the beetle’s behavior in 45 snap shots over a period of 90 min. The beetle and the ants were allowed to acclimatize for 30 min before the beetle’s behavior was recorded. To do so, we took a set of 2 pictures every 2 min with a 5-s time interval using a Nikon D5100 camera and DigiCamControl software. We performed all tests under red light to mimic dark nest conditions. We distinguished 5 different types of beetle behavior: 1) feeding on the maggot in the center of the arena, 2) hiding in a furrow, 3) resting (no movement in the 5-s interval), 4) walking (distance of maximum 2 cm traveled in the 5-s interval), and 5) running (distance of more than 2 cm traveled in the 5-s interval). The distance traveled by the beetle in an interval of 5 s was estimated by calculating the Euclidean distance between the beetle’s positions in both pictures using the software ImageJ. Arenas were reused, but we carefully rinsed the plaster bottom with hexane and ethanol after each trial to remove all leftover chemical cues.

Data analysis

Effect of beetle isolation or transplantation on F. rufa aggression

We ran generalized linear mixed models (GLMM) with a binomial distribution in R (version 3.4.2, package lme4) to compare the proportion of aggressive interactions towards T. angulata across the 3 treatment groups, whilst controlling for the size of the ant workers “Treatment” and “worker size” were included in these models as a fixed factor and covariate, respectively. As we used the same
beetle individuals in this experiment in subsequent trials, we also included a random intercept “beetle id.” We also added an observation level random factor to deal with overdispersion (Browne et al. 2005). Significance of model parameters was tested using type-III tests using the “Anova” function in the R-package “car.”

Effect of the host on the beetle’s chemical profile

We focused on CHCs in the chemical profiles as they serve as the main recognition cues in ants (van Zweden and d’Ettorre 2010). First, we compared the CHC composition among F. rufa, F. cunicularia, and the beetle T. angulata. We only compared the CHCs that were present in all 3 species. The mass of each hydrocarbon peak was standardized relative to the total sample mass of hydrocarbons shared by the 3 species. This generates a compositional dataset (constant sum of 1 for all peaks in each sample). The proportional CHC values are not allowed to vary independently, which violates the basic assumptions of standard statistical analyses. However, the effect of the constant sum constraint (constant sum of 1) on the covariance and correlation matrices can be effectively removed by the centered log ratio (CLR) transformation (Aitchison 1986):

\[ Z_{ij} = \ln \left( \frac{Y_{ij}}{g(Y_{ij})} \right), \]

where \( Y_{ij} \) is the (relative) mass of peak \( i \) for individual \( j \), \( g(Y_{ij}) \) is the geometric mean of (relative) masses of all CHC peaks for individual \( j \), and \( Z_{ij} \) is the transformed mass of peak \( i \) for individual \( j \). As the CLR transformed data did not follow the multivariate normal distribution, we applied nonmetric multidimensional scaling (nMDS, 2 dimensions) to plot the dissimilarities among the CLR-transformed profiles of the ants and beetles. The analysis was run in R (version 3.4.2) using the package “vegan.” We chose for this multivariate analysis the Euclidean distance as distance index rather than the Bray–Curtis dissimilarity index, as the latter gives misleading values with the negative CLR-transformed data. We conducted a Permanova (Permutational Analysis of Variance, function “adonis” in R, 999 permutations) to test differences in the shared CHC profile among F. rufa, F. cunicularia, and T. angulata and using Euclidean distance as a distance measure. In this analysis, we did not account for the different treatments imposed on the beetles. Next, we wanted to test whether the CHCs of the 3 experimental groups of beetles differed. We ran a second nMDS with 2 dimensions based on a matrix of pairwise Euclidean distances between the CLR-transformed CHC quantities (ng) of the beetles. Significance was tested by a Permanova (function “adonis” in R package vegan, 999 permutations), based on a matrix of pairwise Euclidean distances. Finally, a Kruskal–Wallis test was performed to test differences in total amount of CHCs (ng) per beetle among the 3 experimental beetle groups.

Beetle behavior in absence versus presence of F. rufa

The frequency of the beetles displaying each type of behavior (feeding, hiding, resting, walking, and running) was compared between the treatment with and without ants. As these data are also compositional (the frequency of all recorded behaviors per beetle sum up to 1% or 100%), we here applied a CLR transformation (Aitchison 1986) as well. Some beetles did not display 1 of 5 behaviors in the 45 snap-shot observations. As the CLR transformation cannot handle zero values, we replaced zero values in the dataset with 1/45, the lowest possible frequency of a behavior. Subsequently, we tested differences in the behavioral repertoire (Euclidean distance matrix) in the presence and absence of ants with a Permanova (function “adonis,” 999 permutations). The Permanova was more robust than a multinomial regression. The latter generated unreliable \( P \) values as we could not control for overdispersion. Next, we separately compared the CLR transformed frequencies of each of 5 recorded behaviors in the presence and absence of ants using Wilcoxon signed-rank post hoc tests. We selected these nonparametric tests to account for non-normality in the CLR-transformed behavioral data. To reduce type I errors in these 5 post hoc tests, the threshold level of significance \( \alpha \) was set at 0.010 (0.05/5) using the Bonferroni correction.

RESULTS

Effect of beetle isolation or transplantation on F. rufa aggression

F. rufa workers could not distinguish beetles living in their own nest from beetles that were isolated for 10 days or from those that were housed in a colony of another Formica species for 10 days. They showed a similar level of aggression towards the 3 treatment groups.
Beetle behavior in absence versus presence of F. rufa

The behavioral repertoire of the beetles was significantly different in the presence of ants (Pernanova—adonis, 999 permutations, $F = 19.12$, $R^2 = 0.16$, $P = 0.001$). They spent significantly more time hiding in the farrows ($P < 0.001$, Bonferroni-corrected $\alpha = 0.010$) and initiated fewer runs ($P < 0.001$, Bonferroni-corrected $\alpha = 0.010$) in the presence of ants compared with the treatment without ants. We did not find an effect of ant presence on the frequency of feeding ($P = 0.672$), walking ($P = 0.015$), or resting ($P = 0.077$) with a Bonferroni-corrected significance level set at $\alpha = 0.010$ (Figure 4).

DISCUSSION

Our results show that the unspecialized parasitic beetle T. angulata does not invest in advanced chemical adaptations to deceive its red wood ant host, but rather depends on prudent behavior to avoid antagonistic interactions. It is often assumed that chemical deception strategies are the rule in parasites of social insects (Lenoir et al. 2001; Nash and Boomsma 2008; Kronauer and Pierce 2011; Parmentier et al. 2017). Here we demonstrate that behavioral strategies can be equally effective.

Species coexistence theory predicts that specialist parasites should show a high degree of host specificity, as their adaptations are targeted to host-specific traits, whereas generalist parasites use strategies that can be employed to associate with different host species (Futuyma and Moreno 1988; Sasal et al. 1999; Kneitel and Chase 2004). Specialist parasites of social insects mimic their host’s bouquet of CHC, which serve as the nestmate recognition system in most social insects (Lecoq et al. 2001; Akino 2008; Parmentier et al. 2017). This enables the parasite to successfully enter the social life of the colony without being noticed and to be treated (e.g., groomed, fed, and transported) as a fellow nestmate. As CHC profiles are colony/species-specific, these parasites can only target one or a few related hosts at best (von Beerren et al. 2018). Less specialized parasites rely on chemical insignificance (nondetectable CHC concentrations) or mimic or suppress (chemical transparency) a set of key cues (Martin et al. 2008; von Beerren et al. 2018). These strategies could already reduce aggression considerably and allow for a higher potential host range. However, we confirm the results of a previous study in which we showed that T. angulata carries a distinct profile from their host with detectable concentrations of CHCs (Parmentier et al. 2017). It has been reported that parasites could acquire host CHCs through physical contact with the host (rubbing) or by eating its workers or larvae (Elgar and Allan 2004; von Beerren et al. 2011; von Beerren et al. 2018). There could be a CHC transfer from the red wood ant host to T. angulata by both mechanisms as the beetle preferentially lives in the center of the nest in chambers with high worker densities and also feeds on ant brood (Parmentier et al. 2016a). However, this study clearly demonstrated that the beetles keep their idiosyncratic chemical profile in isolation of the ant. They also did not change their chemical profile even by some or all host species to mask its presence or to reduce aggression.

In concert with chemical mimicry of the cuticle, specialist parasites of social insects can also emit deceptive volatiles produced in glands (Hölldobler and Wilson 1990). These volatiles typically function as appeasing substances or act as host alarm pheromones (Blum et al. 1971; Kistner and Blum 1971; Hölldobler and Wilson 1990; Steidle and Dettner 1993; Stoettler et al. 2011). Now and then, T. angulata emits volatiles from the tergal gland by raising its abdomen. The tergal gland secretions of T. angulata are mainly composed of toxic quinones and are very similar to the compounds that non-ant-associated relatives use to deter aggressors (Zagaja et al. 2017). The beetles thus make use of general defensive compounds, rather than advanced manipulating secretions to avoid ant aggression. The volatile defensive compounds could temporarily repel some host workers, but most persisted in their hostile attitude. This defensive behavior and swift movements enabled the beetle to escape briefly from direct ant aggression (video in Supplementary Material 1).
Continuously resorting to these strategies is costly though, and a more durable strategy is needed.

We found that the beetle avoided persistent aggression by drastically adjusting its behavior. Well-known behavioral strategies used by many animals to avoid antagonistic encounters with their enemies are hiding and reducing their activity (Wisenden et al. 1997; DeWitt et al. 1999; Caro 2005; Hedrick and Kortet 2006). In this study, the beetles hid much more frequently and undertook less risky runs when associated with ants than when ants were absent. This enabled the beetles to efficiently mask their presence in the nest. Red wood ant nests are characterized by a mound of organic material consisting of leaf fragments, needles, small sticks, and other organic material. The nest architecture therefore offers many possibilities for hiding from the host. Red wood ants, like many other animals, detect fast-moving organisms much more efficiently than resting or slow-moving individuals (Dorosheva et al. 2011; Parmentier et al. 2016a). Consequently, the beetle also benefits from avoiding fast runs. In contrast to highly

**Figure 2**
Representative chromatograms of *F. rufa*, *F. cunicularia*, and *T. angulata*. Peak identities can be found in Supplementary Table S1.
specialized beetles that capitalize on host-specific deception strategies, \textit{T. angulata} can easily target multiple host species using its prudent behavior given that there are enough hiding places in the nest. \textit{T. angulata} shows moderate host specificity. It associates with multiple mound-building \textit{Formica} species and \textit{Lasius} ants with arboreal nests (Parmentier et al. 2014). These nests are rather unusual as they all are stuffed with organic material rather than inorganic soil material. They provide many more hiding places than soil nests. It appears that the beetles are adapted to a life in an organic ant nest but show few adaptations to the host itself. Interestingly, the beetle can even survive well in lab nests with hiding possibilities of nonhosts such as \textit{F. cunicularia} (Parmentier et al. 2016c).

Species coexistence theory also predicts that generalist parasites should show wider resource use, but be less efficient in exploiting the resources shared with specialists (Futuyma and Moreno 1988; Sasal et al. 1999; Kneitel and Chase 2004). \textit{T. angulata} shows little specificity in resource use as it lives as a scavenger and feeds on brood as well as dead and living prey and may feed on organic nest material as well (Parmentier et al. 2016b). They are probably less successful in exploiting the host than highly specialized ant parasites such as \textit{Maculinea} caterpillars (Thomas and Elmes 1998). We

Figure 3
Graphical representation of the dissimilarities among the CHC profiles of the ants and beetles subjected to 3 different treatments. (a) nMDS-plot visualizing the CHC dissimilarities of \textit{T. angulata} (o), its host ant \textit{F. rufa} (red +), and the nonhost \textit{F. cunicularia} (blue x). \textit{T. angulata} was subjected to three treatments: \textit{T. angulata} collected in \textit{F. rufa} nests are depicted with red circles (native), beetles isolated for 10 days depicted with black circles and those transplanted into a \textit{F. cunicularia} lab nest for 10 days with blue circles. The underlying Euclidean distance matrix is based on the CHCs (\(N = 19\)) shared by \textit{F. rufa}, \textit{F. cunicularia}, and \textit{T. angulata}. (b) nMDS-plot visualizing CHC dissimilarities of \textit{T. angulata} subjected to 3 treatments: \textit{T. angulata} collected in \textit{F. rufa} nests are depicted with red circles, beetles isolated for 10 days depicted with black circles, and those transplanted into a \textit{F. cunicularia} lab nest for 10 days with blue circles. The underlying Euclidean distance matrix is based on the CHCs (\(N = 39\)) shared by the beetle individuals.

Figure 4
Behavioral repertoire of \textit{T. angulata} with (ant+) and without (ant-) its host. The mean proportion (50 unique beetles tested in each treatment) that a behavior was recorded out of 45 snap-shot observations (every 2 min) in the presence or absence of ants is given for 5 behaviors in a pie chart. The frequencies of hiding and running were significantly different (\(P < 0.001\), indicated with ***) with a Bonferroni-corrected \(\alpha = 0.010\).
did not observe that *T. angulata* fed less on dead prey in the presence of its hosts. However, in a previous study, we showed that the beetle consumed considerably less brood when ants were present (Parmentier et al. 2015b). Theoretical models and empirical studies (Martin 1999; Jemnions et al. 2003; Cooper and Frederick 2007) underline that hiding time is a trade-off between costs of not obtaining resources outside the refuge and benefits of protection against host aggression. The generalist species *T. angulata* provokes aggression and needs to balance risky foraging activities with rest periods in refuges, whereas specialized species can continuously exploit the host without being noticed (Hollodoller and Wilson 1990; von Beeren et al. 2018).

A growing number of spectacular examples of host deception by parasites are being discovered. These parasites typically deploy very specialized chemical, morphological, and acoustic trickery to gain access to the host's resources (Saül-Gershenz and Millar 2006; Bush et al. 2010; Flower 2011; Mokkonen and Lindstedt 2016). Unspecialized parasites, in contrast, tend to draw much less attention in literature and their strategies are underexplored. Here, we found an unspecialized parasite that does not deceive its host, but relies on simple prudent behavioral strategies and general defensive volatiles to exploit the host's resources. Further studies on unspecialized parasites could help us to better understand the role of behavior in the origin of parasitism and its evolution towards more specialized strategies.
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